YOGA FOR TENNIS
STRENGTHEN your body | FOCUS your mind | See RESULTS on the court
Downward Dog Pose:
This pose works on stability, stretching, strengthening &
flexibility - all key elements to a powerful serve & overhead.
Strengthens your core, arms, legs & ankles. Stretches to
elongate your spine, hips & hamstrings. Helps to prevent back,
ankle & wrist injuries.

Pigeon Pose:
Amazing hip opener and posture pose - great for ready position
on the tennis court. Stretches the back, legs, buttocks, hip
flexors & hamstrings. Helps to prevent hip & groin injuries.

Knee Lunge Pose:
This pose is good for your flexibility and strength when you are
put in stressful situations - such as low stretch volleys.
Strengthens the back, legs & shoulders. Stretches the hips,
thighs & feet. Helps prevents hamstrings & quad injuries.

Warrior III Pose:
Great pose for stability, strengthening & balance - essential
elements for moving through an eﬀective volley. Strengthens
back, legs, chest, shoulders & hamstrings. Stretches ankles, legs
& abs. Helps prevent ankle, quad & hamstring injuries.

Warrior II Pose:
This deep hip-opening pose strengthens thighs, buttocks, abs,
ankles and arches of your feet - all important for generating
consistent power on your groundstrokes. It also opens up the
chest & shoulders, improving breathing capacity & circulation.
Helps prevent feet, hip & groin injuries.

Triangle Pose:
This therapeutic pose provides many benefits including
stretching, strengthening & flexibility - all instrumental in
powerful groundstrokes. Stretches the legs, muscles around the
knee, ankle, legs, hips & groin. Strengthens the legs, ankles, abs,
obliques & back. Helps to prevent back, abs & leg injuries.
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Weekly Schedule
We are not yoga instructors, but have found these specific yoga poses to help us in our tennis game
improvements. You don’t have to do them perfectly, we often don’t either - But just adding a little yoga to
your daily routine, can help you to see huge benefits once you’re back on the tennis courts. Every single
one of these flows can be done in less than 10 minutes and in the comfort of your own home.

Mondays:
FLOW #1: DOWNWARD DOG POSE / PIGEAON POSE
- Go through the flow in the video minimum of once
- Spend at least a couple breathes in each position
- Modify when needed - if you feel strained please discontinue pose

Wednesdays:
FLOW #2: KNEE LUNGE POSE / WARRIOR III POSE
- Go through the flow three times for both side of your body
- Spend at least a couple breathes in each position
- Modify when needed - if you feel strained please discontinue pose

Fridays:
FLOW #1: WARRIOR II POSE / TRIANGLE POSE
- Go through the flow in the video minimum of twice for each side
- Spend at least a couple breathes in each position
- Modify when needed - if you feel strained please discontinue pose

